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Abstract: The bodymind work is a vulnerablesubject with relevance to actor trainingmethodologies. Especially, if the body isperceived as an actor’s main instrument, whichis a common viewpoint in major actor trainingpractices. Although the importance of a soundstate of bodymind for acting is emphasized,studies of the bodymind treatment andrecovery are rarely incorporated in actortraining. This research attempts to find ways topreserve actors’ physical and mental wellbeingin order to prevent collapses of theirinstrument – the body. Tadashi Suzuki andPhillip Zarrilli have extensively discussed thebodymind equilibrium by incorporating strongcorporeal art practices into actor training. Inpursuing their leads, the solution to theresearch problem might be found in MartialArts practices. Sri Lankan Martial ArtAngampora was examined as a potential sourceof development of bodymind awareness andrecovery practices in actor training. The datacollection was done through observation andinterviewing Agam Maduwa group since theyare trained in old traditions of Angamporawhereby bodymind awareness elements arepreserved. At the current stage of ongoingresearch, it has been proven that Angamporaphilosophy incoporates sustainable means ofbodymind wellbeing and recovery practices. Inaddition, it was observed that practicingAngampora benefits mental and physicalstability which results in decreasing the level ofstress and depression. Therefore, Angampora isan exemplary Martial Art form that could serveas a role model for incorporation of wellbeingphilosophy and recovery methods into actortraining in order to prevent physical andmental injuries for actors.
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IntroductionActor training methodologies aim to developthe actor’s boymind state. In other words, theyprepare actor’s instrument for performance.The term “body” as an actor’s instrument iswidely used in actor training practices since thebody is considered the main mean of stageexpression. “All performance work begins andends in the body. When I talk of spirit or mindor feeling or psyche, I mean dimension of thebody. The body is an organism of endlessadaptability. A knee can think, a finger canlaugh, a belly cry, a brain walk, a buttock listen”(Schechner cited in Zarrilli 2002: 14). Althoughthe importance of a sound bodymind state foractors is evident, studies in treatment andrecovery of bodymind are not broadlyincorporated in actor training methodologies.Though most actor training methodologiestarget preparing the bodymind for theperformance, post-performance bodymindrehabilitation is excluded in major actortraining systems. This is the main cause of anactor’s depression and professionalprocrastination. Acting could be physically andmentally harmful for actors.  Neglectingbodymind healing and recovery aspects inactor training methodologies leads todestabilization of the actor’s bodymind healthwhich is not acceptable in professionalism inacting. “Performing has no relation to imitation,for the theatrical matter is the performer’sstruggle with his or her own physical andmental being” (Allain 1998: 79). To put inanother way, if a violinist breaks his/her
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instrument it could be substituted with anotherviolin. On the contrary,
when an actor breaks his/her instrument thereplacement is not feasible.  The question ofthis research is how to preserve actors’physical and mental wellbeing in order toprevent their instruments’ collapse.Surprisingly, an answer to this question mightbe found through exploration andincorporation of elements and philosophy ofmartial arts to actor training systems.
Methodology

The research started with analysing literarytexts, both in print media and on the internet,in order to understand the main principle inbodymind recovery practices and the need ofits incorporation to actor trainingmethodologies. After gathering data fromliterary texts, the research moved to the nextphase of information collection which wasdirectly linked to the Accelerating HigherEducation Expansion and Development(AHEAD) project. Traditional martial artstraining (Angampora) was examined as one ofpotential sources of development of bodymindawareness and recovery practices into actortraining methodologies. Specially, the researchinvestigated the practices of AngamporaTraditional Sri Lanka Martial Art group led byGrand Guru Kakabushana G. Karunapala. Theparticular group was chosen for the researchpurposes as they are trained in old traditions ofAngampora training which means that allbodymind awareness elements are preserved.Also, Guru Karunapala is considered as the onlyAngampora master in Sri Lanka whoseAngampora style comes from the Alexanderera. This phase of the research was carried outthrough practical training with an Angamporagroup by visiting their training session on aweekly basis. Thus, data were gatheredthrough experiential practice, observations,semi-structured interviews and documentationof traditional Anganpora martial arts training.

In addition, Angampora training sessions weredocumented through visual means, which wereselected and analyzed in order to projectAngampora recovery and bodymind wellbeingmeans to actor training methodologies.
Background and Literature Review

In the foregoing, it was argued that existingactor training systems have not adequatelyaddressed the bodymind healing practices.Nevertheless, the presence of some therapeuticpractices can already be observed in actortraining methodologies. For example, the basicbody scan exercise, which is the same exercisethat is common in psychotherapy sessions, iswidely used during actor trainings. Such anexercise has a beneficial effect on the mentaland physical state of the actor. Inpsychotherapy the benefits of the exercise aredescribed as “by scanning through the wholebody, the client becomes aware of the areasthat experience pain or discomfort - usuallyparts where energy blockage or constrictionoccurs. Clients are also asked to attend to areasof comfort and wellness for a while in order togain access to the innate energy of self healing”(Leung, Chan, Lee 2009: 4). The same can besaid about the breathing techniques and breathmeditation which are present in both actingand psychotherapy practices. However, theproblem in actor training is that suchtherapeutic and healing methods are usuallyintroduced as techniques, and not as a part ofacting philosophy. These exercises do not aimconsciously to focus on wellbeing, and as aresult there is no intentionality. “Broadlydefined, intentionality involves the projectionof awareness, with purpose and efficacy”(Schiltz 1995: 120). As a result, thesetherapeutic and healing practices in actortraining methodologies are not conscious onesand do not provide a proper effect, and theyalso neglect their major beneficial outcome.The elements of healing implementations areperceived by actors as technical exercises andthe healing aspect of such practices is blurred.
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That is to say, that a conscious and intentionalapproach to such exercises could elevatebodymind wellbeing and the recoveryawareness in acting practices.If we look at Asian actor training practices,bodymind awareness is stronger in these thanin Western practices. Furthermore, PhilippZarilli’s statement shows us that bodymindtreatment and its proper evaluation andunderstanding are presented in Asian actortraining methodologies.“To understand acting in India, one would needto understand vibratory theories of soundwhich provide insight into the psychophysicalaspects of voicing and its metaphysicalimplication; yoga physiology/philosophy whichprovide a detailed understanding of whathappens to both physical and “subtle” bodieswhen practicing exercise; and Ayurveda(literally, the “science of life”), the indigenoussystem of medicine which provides a humoralunderstanding of the body, physiology, andhealth.” (Zarilli 2002: 85)This shows us that Asian theatre and othercorporeal art practices could serve as potentialsource of uplifting bodymind awareness inactor training methodologies. Bodymindconsciousness is present in Asian artsphilosophies, which is crucial for the valuation,appreciation and treatment of the body.Japanese theatre director Tadashi Suzuki usesphysically challenging exercises and martial artelements within his acting system in order topromote  the importance of body wellbeing.This can be seen in the example of one of histraining exercises which is called lifting theheavy ladder. “Lifting the ladder teaches mentalconcentration. And the actors know it isdangerous and that they must preparethemselves to it. It teaches them value andprotect their bodies” (Brandon 1978:40).Extreme physical exercises help to stress onthe vitality of bodymind wellbeing. Therefore,martial arts could be presented as the sourcethat introduces elements of bodymindawareness to actor training methodology.

Further, it has been proven that actor trainingmethodology neglects the cool down part of thetraining which is an essential element formaintaining actors’ physical and mentalwellbeing. Mark Seton presented a researchbased on Australian Actor’s Wellbeing Surveywhich shows the following. “Actors approachwarming up with rigour and focus, carefullymanaging the movement into role, preparingtheir bodies and voices, and taking time tofocus their energies, either to relax or to raisetheir levels of activation. In contrast, theprocess of moving out of performance ischaracterized by a diversity of predominantlyinformal processes, in which the transition israrely dealt with as a book-ending cool-downcounterpoint to warming-up but morefrequently as an extended process of windingdown”(Seton 2019:15). It might be said thatsuch pattern of actor behavior can be observedglobally and causes harm for actor’s soundstate. Another aspect that Seton’s researchbrough up is that actors prefer to use alcoholdrinking as the way of transition fromperformance to ordinary life routine. Hisresearch it showed that 52% of Australianactors would use such method to cool-down(Seton 2019: 10). “Our data suggests that onesuch strategy is to have a drink, as innocuous,as that formulation sounds, however, ouroverall findings confirm that this comes at asignificant cost to an actor’s overall wellbeing”(Seton 2019:16).  With this in mind, the causeof actors using alcoholic drinks as a transitioncure is the absence of cool down session inactor training.  Dr Seton has called on actortraining institutions to impose changes to actortraining regarding actor’s wellbeing sinceconsequences of such mis-care could be drasticin the future. “Work practices of warming upexist, but training institutions and theatresmust do more to support actors to cool-downto help them reground into everyday life andrelationships”. As can be seen, the problem ofactor’s wellbeing and neglection of cool-downhas been raised in the performance field,though practical solutions have not beenintroduced as yet.
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One of the reasons, of such dilemma is thatmost of the actor training institutions use actortraining methodologies developed at the end of20th century and beginning of the 21st whichwere tailored to the needs of actors living inthat period.  Indeed, a rhythm and style ofmodern actor has changed compared to thepast. A modern actor copes with more stress inrelation to professional and personal life and asthe result the actor training methodologiesshould consider such factors and tailor actortraining accordingly.  Prof Maxwell says thatactors are highly skilled, low paid workers, whoexperience anxiety, stress, and, most seriously,depression at high levels. Also, research showsthat actors are more vulnerable and exposed todepression.  “Researchers from the Universityof Sydney surveyed 782 working actors andfound they had significantly higher levels ofdepression, anxiety and stress than the generalpopulation, coupled with dangerous level ofsubstance use”. Indeed, pressure and stresslevels that a modern actor faces directly affecttheir mental and physical wellbeing whichresults in weak professional skills andperformance. As a result, there is an urgentneed to introduce new elements to actortraining which will cover actor’s mental andphysical wellbeing aspects. Sri Lankantraditional martial art Angampora in particularis investigated as one of such potential models.The direct translation of Angampora means“fighting with the body”. Thus, knowledge ofthe body, its functions and its recovery are thecore of this martial art. Another vital elementthat can be borrowed from Angampora is itshealing practices which are based on theancient medical science Ayurveda. For thisreason, Angampora could be a possible sourceof bodymind awareness and recoverydevelopment in actor training methodologies
Angampora and Bodymind Wellbeing

To demonstrate the relevance and potential useof Angampora practice in actor trainingmethodology regarding wellbeing and recovery

aspects, it is essential to be familiar with mainprinciples and philosophy of this martial art.Angampora is an independent and strongmartial art form which alongside carries theknowledge of bodymind wellbeing and itstreatment through ancient practices andspiritual connections. When describingAngampora, its practitioners usually refer to itas a game. Grand Guru Kakabushana G.Karunapala describe this sport as not a playfulgame or a game for pity. Angampora originatesin Sri Lanka which is a Buddhist country.  Forthis reason, as described by one of the Guru’sstudent “Angampora is meant ideally for the
Sinhala Buddhist person to protect and preserve
the temples, the dagabas, the buried, hidden
treasures of this country. It is to protect country,
the religion and the nationality. However now it
is reducing. Now lots of people are coming in
search of truth.” As can be seen this combativeart form is strongly attached to the Buddhistreligion and its philosophy. It is important toremember that the main thing in Buddhistculture is to learn to meditate. Angamporapromotes a sense of patience as a key elementin achieving strong and sound mental andphysical wellbeing. Guru says that “the main
thing is the patience for the person. Remember
well, the one who has patience can take onto
their body a strength they didn’t have earlier. I
say that. You need to have a right amount of
patience. Through patience you will
automatically feel like maybe you should eat
this, or that, and you get that, you will be able to
learn more”.  Clearly, meditation practice is apart of Angampora and is present as a basis ofits philosophy and training. The reason forpracticing meditation is to bring the mind intoone place which leads to peace of mind andincreases a level of concentration. GuruKarunapala explains meditation as following
“the main thing in meditation is bringing your
mind to one place. That is the main thing. If your
mind is everywhere, you cannot learn anything,
nor can you do anything. When we say
meditation, we sit on the ground, and meditate
for at least 8-10 minutes. We think, may I
remember the things that I learnt here, may I
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not forget, I think of all my teachers when I
meditate. When we do this, we receive a
protection, and also, we very rarely forget what
we learn when we meditate. I think most of these
students here a have very good memory, they
forget very little of  what we learnt and students
here I do not think that students here have any
memory loss.” Indeed, meditation puts mind ina stronger place and makes it more resilient.Also, it is believed that people who practiceAngampora tend to be calmer and are able tocope with their anger and negative emotionsbetter. The main reason for this lies in itsphilosophical aspects and beliefs and the waythe training sessions are conducted. Accordingto Guru “Some people get very angry. People
who do this sport/exercise do not get much
angry. The nerves at the soles of the feet are
massaged by the stones on the ground, and it
eases the mind. With this, the anger of the
individual stops completely. That is the first
thing. And the body, when it functions and is
bruised, it starts functioning, and that person
will never get angry.” Thus, Angampora hasability to control anger in its practices. LisaFirestone refers to Sigmund Freud and hisexplanation of depression as an anger turnedinwards. With this in mind, an ability to controlanger might prevent or decrease a level ofdepression which can serve as a solution foractor’s tendency to depression.Another key point about Angamporaphiloshopy basis is a connectivity betweenhuman being and the Universe. People whopractice such form of combative art believe thata human being has a connection to theUniverse. Guru says that “Someone who learns
this sport they is able to develop strange feelings
for the animals, trees, and the ground they have
a connection with the environment. These
feelings emerge automatically from engaging in
this sport. It is from that the mind of that person
gets the strength to draw the minds of other
people as well. One more thing, we call it the
“sestare” we do this with no footwear, and make
a connection to the ground, the connectivity,
earth mother. Overall, it’s a connection with the
Earth and the space, and the foot connectivity,

the universal power. From this, we develop a
connection with everything. We learn about
animal posture. We learn about medicinal
purposes, Ayurveda medicine, pressure points, a
pressure point treatment.” It can be said thatAngampora is based on holistic approach andlinkage to the environment.   At the same time,it has elements of performance as they act asother means of nature which comes naturalythrough its practice. Also, connection with thespace is vital in Angampora practices. In fact,these aspects closely resonate with main actortraining principles.It must be remembered that treatment andcuring is a crucial part of Angampora training.The knowledge of traditional ancient medicaltreatment is passed from master to hisstudents. If any injury occurs Angamporafighters do not require to go to a doctor sinceall injuries and diseases can be cured in theirtraining base. The methods that are usuallyused in such treatments originate fromHelavedakama which is Sri Lankan indigenousmedicine. Following Guru provided examples inwhich scenarios curing methods are used.“Depending on the nature of the accident, the
treatment differs. Let us say someone received
an electric shock. We have to lay the person on
their back, there are some nerves that we have
to massage, and then when we do that and raise
the person up, they recover consciousness. Say
someone is poisoned, we have medicines where
we can make to the person vomit or make the
poison ineffective. For example, if your hand is
damaged there are different types of oils that
can be used. And there are many people who
have been cured through these medicines. We do
advise them, and guru advises them on things
that they should protect themselves from, types
of foods to avoid, and how to protect oneself
from further injury. We have medicine for
everything. And also, there have been no bad
incidents here up to this day. Also, when you
enter the Angam Maduwa, your chance of
getting injured is also low. There is a spiritual
power here.” In addition, the strong connectionto the space and belief in its sacred meaning
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helps to omit any injuries during the trainingsession.Furthermore, Angampora martial art form hasa very close connection to the human body. Theattention is brought to every part of a humanbody and teaches about it weak and strongpoints. In Angampora, the attacks can be deadlyas the result they paralyze or kill opponent.Guru Karunapala says that “an Angampora
artist is able to dislocate our joints. This is what
we have learnt through experience. For example,
master is able to break a bone into three. He can
break a foot into 3. If he hits a certain point, it
will explode. We say that the knee has 4 eyes, 4
nerves.” The literal translation of the word“Angampora” is “fighting with the body” henceanatomy and body structure knowledge is vital.“Also, there is a good understanding of your bone
structure and joints in the body for the student
who is learning Angampora. How to identify
weak points, how to treat them if anything bad
happens to them, is taught in Angampora. This
martial arts form provides exercises and food
habits that make joints stronger. And there are
certain therapeutic massages and beating
techniques that help build a body. Also, there are
massaging techniques for nerves. Say for
example you are seated in a chair and you get a
stomachache and even a stomach pain could go
by touching knee or the points in a knee.” Tosummarize, wellbeing of mental and physicalhealth lies in the philosophy of Angampora andis crucial in its practice. Such form of martialart helps to develop strong and soundbodymind system as well as to prosper aconnection with the environment. Also, itprovides means of treatment and recoverymethods which assist to maintain physical andmental health.
Angampora and Actor Training

As has been said earlier, the actor’s body servesas a main instrument of stage expressiveness.With this in mind, it is important to realize thathuman body is a complex structure which isvulnerable and resilient at the same time. As aresult, the knowledge of its functions is crucial.

However, when it comes to actor trainingmethodologies, a knowledge of body and itsfunction are barely introduced to its practices.On the other hand, when looking at Angamporamartial art a knowledge of a body and humanwellbeing is strongly present in its philosophy.Although, the Angampora is a dangerous andrisky game it is shown that the tendency toinjuries or self-harm is low. It is to say thateven when accidents occur practitioners ofsuch combative art form possess knowledge ofself-treatment. They are trained to maintainphysical and mental wellbeing in order toprevent traumas. As was explained by GuruKarunapala, everything can be cured andhealed through Angampora treatmentmethods. In general, people who practiceAngampora say that this martial art helps tosupport their mental and physical health. Also,it increases their level of self-confidence andpositively effects their daily and professionallives. Giving these points, knowledge of self-treatment and understanding of a body iscrucial to acting profession as it provides anopportunity to eliminate physical and mentaldisorders that actors are facing during theiracting careers. Like Angampora students, actorstudents should obtain solid and preciseknowledge of body structure. They shouldstudy to identify weak body points andmethods of its treatment in order to be able torun their instruments smoothly. Apart fromthat they should be further introduced toexercises, therapeutic messages and foodhabits which benefit in building strong body.As was mentioned earlier patience is a keyelement in the Angampora training and suchskills benefits to learning and workingoutcomes. Patience is developed throughmeditation, physical activities and connectivityto the environment, especially throughconnection with a ground.  Thus, Angamporacan serve as a guide of incorporation ofphysical and mental recovery and treatmentelements to actor training.With attention to the post performance phase,it should be said that cool down element isabsent in majority of actor training systems. As
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was discussed earlier it results in massivemental and physical issues in actor’s sound. Onthe contrast, cool down is a natural process inAngampora training. Although, there is noseparate set of exercises for cool down, practiceof cooling down is essential and has solidconnection with a training space in Angamporasessions. Guru explains cool down process asfollowing “we do the exercises, we do not stay
even two minutes in one place, we have a little
bit of water. We just walk around the Angam
Maduwa space and automatically the body cools
down. It happens through bring your mind to
one place. You do not let your mind run here and
there and forget the things you just learnt. But
there are also massage techniques. For example,
after the exercises you go through the particular
massaging techniques and you are at ease
afterwards”. Thus, through Angamporatraining you receive an ability to calm downyour mind and to cool down your body withminimum expenditure of energy. In addition,particular massaging techniques help to renewbody and eradicate tension. A fusion of suchAngampora principles and methods of cooldown practice into actor training will provideactors with ability to bring their mind and bodyto one place and smoothly transit to their dailylife routines with minimum stress and tension.The understanding and practice of coolingdown session might prevent stressfultransition between off and on stage. At thesame time, it prevents body and mind frominjuries. Mark Seton pointed out that in sportscool-down plays an essential part of a trainingand its beneficial outcomes have been vivid. “Itis worth remarking that professional sportshave a long embraced systematic, andfrequently lengthy cooling-down processes, asa core practice, often focused on reducinglevels of physiological and psychologicalactivation” (Seton 2019: 15). Therefore, theattitude to cooling down in actor trainingmethodologies should be as comprehensive asit is in sport practices.Reconstruction of actor training approach isurgently required in order to maintain mentaland physical wellbeing of modern actor. At the

present time actor training methodologies havenot reached a level of covering all the essentialaspects for actor’s wellbeing and professionalgrowth since acting philosophy and methodsare comparatively young, and as a resultrequire further refinement. As a matter of fact,an opportunity for rebuilding structure andphilosophy of actor training might be achievedthrough incorporation of Angampora martialart form that has remained unchanged for overcenturies due to its strong philosophy and welldeveloped structure. It is believed thatAngampora has been created with things in thepast and with things in the future. Angamporacannot be changed and probably it should notbe as it seems a perfect form of martial art thatconsists of vital knowledge and skills. Therefinement of actor training methodologiesthrough Angampora could cover deficits inactor training and establish new actor trainingphilosophy which promotes mental andphysical wellbeing of actor’s health.
DiscussionThe study demonstrates a correlation betweenSri Lankan Martial Art Angampora and actortraining regarding philosophy of wellbeing andhealing practices. In fact, actors have seriousissues with mental and physical health, whichis caused by disregard of recovery methods,body knowledge and cool down in actortraining methodologies. It is correct to say thatactor training evolved once Asian somatic andcorporeal practices were introduced to itsystem. As a result, to enhance actor trainingsystems as well as refer to the needs andstruggles of modern actors, additional sourcesof Asian corporeal practices should be applied.For this reason, Sri Lankan Martial ArtAngampora was chosen as one of the potentialsources of actor training development. The aimof the research was to identify whetherAngampora has substantial healing methodsthat could serve as a guide in order to maintainactor’s Psychophysical system.  It has beenshown that Angampora philosophy andpractice promotes physical and psychologicalstability as well as offers methods of bodymind
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recovery. Precise body knowledge, meditation,healing methods, massaging techniques,connection to the environment and spacepromote healthy bodymind system as well asmake the body resistant to stress. Theseaspects and practices are intentional andconsciously done in Angampora training and asa result they provide beneficial outcomeswhich cannot be said for acting training.Ultimately, practicing Angampora tend todecrease level of anger and make peoplecalmer which results in reduction of chances toget depression and being physically inactive.Indeed, it shows that well-structured trainingwith emphasis on bodymind wellbeingpositively affects on bodymind health andassists with efficient use of body resources.Notably, these elements and trainingphilosophy are what actor trainingmethodologies require in order to maintain theactor’s instrument i.e. the body. Therefore,incorporation of Angampora philosophy toactor training could provide methods whichwill cover bodymind wellbeing aspects and willassist with healthy on and off stage transitions.Moreover, Angampora practice elements have apotential to make actor’s psychophysicalsystem stable to stress and injuries sincethrough Angampora actors will obtainknowledge of bodymind recovery and itsmaintenance.
Conclusion

The subject of mental and physical health hasbeen playing a significant role in society overthe past couple of years. However, a trend ofconscious bodymind wellbeing has notinfluenced modern actor trainingmethodologies yet. Every day, actors use theirbodies as a professional tool which causesmassive harm to the actor’s emotional andphysical wellbeing. The actor’s body can becompared with a process of pottering orsculpting, since an actor works with a body inthe same way as sculptor or potter works withclay. Body and clay are very fragile substances

which could be easily destroyed and theprocess of reconstruction of broken materialshould be meticulous and time lasting. For thisreason, the subject and practices of mental andphysical wellbeing and recovery should bepresented at a new level in actor trainingmethodologies. Indeed, the bodymind healthawareness shift in actor training could be madethrough incorporation of martial arts practicesand its healing philosophy. In contrast to actortraining, Sri Lankan martial art formAngampora has a strong presence of bodymindrecovery and injury prevention elements.Examination of Angampora showed that itstraining methodology has potentially beneficialsources that could be transferred andincorporated into actor training.  Consequently,a next stage of the research will intend to findthe way of practical use of Angamporaelements in actor training in order to raise thestate of bodymind awareness and preventactor’s physical and mental destruction.REFERENCESZarrilli, P., 2002. Acting (Re)Considered. 2nd ed.London: Routledge, pp.14, 85.Brandon, J., 1978. Training at the Waseda LittleTheatre: The Suzuki Method. The Drama
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